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Greetings!

Make sure you receive our emails. Please add
bryan@zoomvacations.com to your address book.
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Amsterdam Gay Pride: August 4-8, 2005
What better time to be in
Amsterdam than for Gay
Pride? Amsterdam is one of
the world's best hangouts, a
canny blend of old and new:
the city seems to thrive on
its funky mix while still
managing to feel
quintessentially Dutch.

This incredible Zoom
Vacation gives you the best
of Amsterdam, with the
city's hottest 5 star hotel,

unique parties, meals, and events! You will even have the
opportunity to experience the Floating Gay Pride Parade first
hand!

Here are just a few of the hi-lights of this incredible trip:

· Services of an English Speaking gay Zoom Vacations
Concierge throughout the trip

· Welcome Cocktail Reception in the Gay Quarter

· Gay Pride Parade Canal Party aboard our own boat, with
food and drinks. View this one-of-a-kind parade in comfort
and style!

· The hottest accommodations in Amsterdam, at the 5 star
NH Amsterdam Centre.

And so much more! Read more about this vacation

Jet Lag: Reclaim Your Rhythm and Avoid the Blues
If you have ever experienced fatigue, disorientation,

Featured
Traveler: Will

Petrasich of LA

Many people say that
traveling is "in their
blood" but for Will
Petrasich, a Senior Vice
President for Twentieth
Century Fox, this
couldn't be more true.

"My father was a
merchant seaman as a
very young man and
then a shipbuilder," he
said. "So I grew
up around boats and
hearing his wild stories
about traveling up the
Yangtze River before the
Chinese Revolution, to
Alaska on month-long
fishing expeditions and
to Central and South
America as an officer on
freighter/passenger
ships. I decided early on
that I too needed to get
out and experience the
many wonders that the
world has to offer."

And experience the
world he did. His first
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irritability, etc. after a long
flight, chances are you've
encountered a little jet lag.
While not serious, reducing
the effects of jet lag will
help get your vacation off to
a great start the next time
you travel.

While there are many
factors that contribute to jet
lag, such as drinking alcohol
while flying and adjusting to
cabin pressure, the main cause is crossing time zones. The
more you cross during your flight, the longer you will
experience jet lag after you land. And, the more inflexible
you are with your daily routine, the more you will be
affected by this disruption of your body's Circadian
Rhythms.

Circadian Rhythms control the timing, quantity and quality
of hormones, chemicals and neurotransmitters in your body.
These elements determine how you feel, and control your
sleep patterns, appetite, sex drive and other sleep and
mood related issues.

According to NASA, you need one day for every one- hour
time zone crossed to regain normal rhythm and energy
levels. So a 7-hour time difference means it will take seven
days for you to feel back to normal again.

Most of us can't afford a day of disorientation, let alone
seven, and there are several things you can do to help
lesson the impact of jet lag.

Read on

Special: New Years in Rio For $1275 until February 28
If Zoom Vacations has a signature
trip, this is it, and it just keeps
getting better and better! During
the last trip, guests enjoyed private,
hip, beach parties, an exclusive
samba celebration on Sugar Loaf,
and so much more.

Imagine waking up in a beautifully
appointed hotel room, moseying

down to the hotel restaurant for a late breakfast with new
friends, and then heading off to a hot, vibey, private beach
party filled with Brazilian beats, delicious drinks, and not to
mention, handsome hunks.

There is a reason Zoom Vacations heads down to Rio every
year for New Years. We aint stupid! And we take the best of
Rio: food, scenery, beaches, music, accommodations, etc.
and put Zoom Vacations' spin on it to create an unbelievable
vacation in Rio!

trip was to Tahiti at age
19, where he lived on a
boat in Papeete for a
month! Subsequent
backpacking trips
through Europe simply
made his hunger for
travel grow.

"I thought those first
trips would get the travel
bug out of my system,"
he said. "But all they did
was make me want to
see even more of the
world and experience
other cultures and ways
of life. Since then, I've
escaped to someplace
new whenever I could
find time to get away,
and after the
recent safari in South
Africa with Zoom over
New Years, have visited
58 countries."

It is no doubt that he
has visited many of
these countries due to
his work obligations, and
there is a strong
relationship between his
traveling for both work
and pleasure.

Will said, " Not only are
our films produced in
many foreign locales and
distributed in every
corner of the globe, but
I've been involved with
films that depict unique
historical events like
"The Last Emperor" and
the upcoming "Kingdom
of Heaven," that deal
with universal issues like
global warming in "The
Day After
Tomorrow" and that tap
into the humor in all of
us like "There's
Something About Mary."

While his exciting career
ignites interest and
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We take care of the details. All you have to do is sit back
and enjoy the ride!

Join the others who have booked by February 28th to
receive a special rate of $1275!

Read more about this trip

Joel's Travel Tip of the Month
Travel Insurance

Next time you take a vacation, do what I
do: protect your trip investment by
purchasing travel insurance before you go.
Travel insurance is not just good for
emergency medical coverage on vacation, it
protects against weather related delays and
losses that your airline will not cover as
well.

Travel insurance provided by Zoom Vacations allows you and
your traveling companion the peace of mind that you will be
taken care of in case of unforeseen emergencies before and
during your trip, such as trip cancellation, trip interruption,
travel delay, lost/stolen baggage, baggage delay, emergency
medical, hospital & dental expenses, and 24-hour
emergency assistance. It's a small investment that can pay
off big time.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club
Zoom, here's the scoop.
You will receive
discounts and special
offers on many of your
favorite hotels, retail
outlets, and services
around the country! And
the best part is, it's free!
It is simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part
of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to
redeem these offers.

RETAILERS

Allen Brothers (fine foods)

Universal Gear (men's fashions)

David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!

HOTELS

Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel

Dallas: The Melrose

invites questions from
fellow travelers, what
makes Will an amazing
Zoom Vacations traveler
is his incredible attitude.
He's always interested,
always appreciative of
the moment, and forever
getting the most out the
experience and
encouraging others to do
the same. Travelers like
Will are among the
biggest factors making a
Zoom Vacation so great.
This is most evident in
his view of travel in
general.

"The most remarkable
aspect of traveling is
realizing that, despite
the differences in
languages, customs and
cultures, we humans
(from the Sherpas in
Nepal to the favela
dwellers in Rio to the
Aborigines of Australia)
have so much more in
common than not. It's
also experiencing the
greatest that man (you
can interpret that any
way you want!) and
nature have to offer,"
Will said.

Will has been on several
trips with Zoom
Vacations, Including Rio
for New Years, South
Africa for the following
New Years 2004/2005,
and now Peru this
coming March.

Read more about Will

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our press
archive
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LA: The Grafton on Sunset

NYC: The Buckingham

San Francisco: The Renoir

South Beach: The Raleigh

Get the Codes

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.935.1728
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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